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8 Things You Need To Know About TJs
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1. TJs are real jobs. The unemployed Wisconsinites who work at
TJs must do real work: They only get paid for the actual hours they
work. And they can get fired for misconduct or nonperformance.
Thus, they learn the discipline that exists in the regular labor market.
2. TJ workers earn real wages and pay real taxes. They don’t get
welfare cash grants. They get no hand-outs. Rather, for each hour of
work performed, they earn the minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.
And they pay taxes as required by state and federal law.
3. TJs usually lead to permanent unsubsidized jobs. In Wisconsin
as elsewhere, most TJ workers go on to secure regular employment.
Today, over 1,750 have been hired in unsubsidized private jobs
4. Private-sector employers like TJs as effective on-the-job
training. Precisely because the TJ experience involves real work,
many private firms view TJ workers as potentially strong applicants
for any vacancies they have at low risk to the company.
5. TJs actually help private firms create new jobs. By reducing
the risk of creating a new job, TJs help many private firms figure out
if they can justify creating a new position—a decision many make.
6. TJs are easy for private firms to use. Wisconsin uses a few
private “employers of record” to handle the paperwork. All that the
real employers (called “host sites”) must do is report hours of work
and provide real work.
7. TJ work improves local communities and helps local
economies. When TJ workers do work for non-profits like the
YWCA, they help improve their communities. And whether they
work for non-profit or for-profit firms, their wages are spent within
the local economy…helping to create additional private-sector jobs.
8. TJs make sense all across Wisconsin: Under Wisconsin’s
Transitional Jobs Demonstration Project, TJs were available in 38 of
Wisconsin’s counties.

Contact for MTJC: Conor Williams, Community Advocates, 262-442-4646, conorw1@me.com

